A new distributed data analysis framework for better
scientific collaborations
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A common challenge for projects with multiple involved research institutes is a welldefined and productive collaboration. All parties measure and analyze different aspects,
• SORSE
depend on each other, share common methods, and exchange the latest results, findings,
• Event Website
and data. Today this exchange is often impeded by a lack of ready access to shared
computing and storage resources. In our talk, we present a new and innovative remote
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procedure call (RPC) framework. We focus on a distributed setup, where project partners
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do not necessarily work at the same institute, and do not have access to each others
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Authors of papers retain copyright resources. We present an application programming interface (API) developed in Python
and release the work under a Cre- that enables scientists to collaboratively explore and analyze sets of distributed data. It
ative Commons Attribution 4.0 In- offers the functionality to request remote data through a comfortable interface, and to
share and invoke single computational methods or even entire analytical workflows and
ternational License (CC-BY).
their results. The prototype enables researchers to make their methods accessible as
a backend module running on their own infrastructure. Hence researchers from other
institutes may apply the available methods through a lightweight python or Javascript
API. In the end, the overhead for both, the backend developer and the remote user, is
very low. The effort of implementing the necessary workflow and API usage equalizes
the writing of code in a non-distributed setup. Besides that, data do not have to be
downloaded locally, the analysis can be executed “close to the data” while using the
institutional infrastructure where the eligible data set is stored. With our prototype, we
demonstrate distributed data access and analysis workflows across institutional borders
to enable effective scientific collaboration. This framework has been developed in a joint
effort of the DataHub and Digitial Earth initiatives within the Research Centers of the
Helmholtz Association of German Research Centres, HGF.
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